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climate politics & policy

course logistics & updates
–co-facilitation sign ups
–Twitter updates = Tweets #1
–country assignments, voting bloc 

organization
–Canvas update
–pass me disability services special 

needs requests ASAP



comment sheets (3 hrs before session via 
email listserv), discussion co-facilitation, 
summary (due the next day in class) &    
peer assessment (due the next day in class) 

OR reading question (4-5 copies, your name on each) 

course reading discussions

roundtables



• the 24th Conference of Parties (COP24) meeting of 
the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC), in Katowice, Poland

• objective: successfully agree to commitments that 
most closely align with your nation’s interests, as 
situated in your specified voting blocs 

COP24 & the ‘Katowice Road Map’



• tomorrow, pick country, caucus in blocs
• between July 12 and July 16 study up on the positions 

that your country has taken 
• hand in (as hard copies) 1-2 page fact sheet /position 

paper on July 16 with four main items 
• on July 18 you and your voting bloc share the main 

points and positions that you’ve identified
• between July 18 and July 27  planning
• on July 27, your lead negotiator will present the 6-

minute argumentation 
• between July 27 and August 3  planning/negotiate
• on August 3, final negotiations (until agreement)
• turn in confidential peer assessments August 6

COP24 activity: loss & damage



(A)What your country position has been on loss and 
damage commitments; 

(B)What your country position has been on mitigation 
commitments coming out of the Paris negotiations 
in 2015 (COP21); 

(C)What have been the actual GHG emissions from 
your country over the past decades; and 

(D)What are particular issues in climate change that 
your country has prioritized (e.g. sea level rise, 
drought, poverty, the economy) in past negotiations 

[due July 16, hard copies for voting bloc members & me]

COP24 position papers



divide a pot of hypothetical loss & damage funding 
among countries; decide how funds might be 

allocated (assuming that compensation should be 
provided for loss and damage)

can be:
• non-economic losses (NELs); 
• slow onset events (such as sea rise);
• comprehensive risk management; 
• financial instruments; 
• migration, displacement & human mobility
allocations could be based on the special needs of their countries, 

as well as the severity of the types of harm addressed;        
different problems require different amounts and types of funding

COP24 activity: loss & damage



additional comments from the Executive Secretary:
• while these voting blocs may represent similar loss and damage 

interests, it is a mistake to expect that everyone in your voting 
bloc is your ally; ultimately you have been charged with the remit 
of getting the ‘best deal’ for your own country: so trust can be 
fleeting, ephemeral

• frame your arguments in the strongest terms politically and 
diplomatically palatable/appropriate

• the ordering of arguments will be announced by me on the day 
of each set of negotiation sessions

• parties to the negotiations may not walk away from negotiations 
or from an agreement; all envoys recognize that an agreement 
must be reached in some form by the conclusion of negotiations

COP24 activity: loss & damage



(1) Marilyn Averill = Friday July 20
(2) Justin Farrell = Wednesday, August 1
(3) Alice Madden = Monday, August 6
(4) Jonathan Koehn = Wednesday, August 8

course description

Guests

Midterm and Final Examinations
• closed-book and no-note exams
• the final exam will be cumulative 
• content from the lectures as well as the required readings 

Midterm – Wednesday July 25, during class time
Final Exam – Friday, August 10, during class time



Course Overview

Additional Course Logistics 
– attendance and class participation is important (especially 

during a fast-moving summer session course)
– class technology policy: yes laptops (used for coursework) 

no phones
– I cannot discuss grades over email
– pass me disability services special needs requests ASAP
– organize into discussion and/or study groups to get the 

most out of the materials, themes, and issues that are 
raised in the class meetings



Course Overview

Register here http://events.cu.edu/events/inaugural-global-town-hall-for-global-governance-innovation-and-
reform/event-summary-6a90187f36a740be80c5d70225dd74d7.aspx

there will be 

occasional 

outside-of-class 

opportunities 

that relate to 

climate politics 

and policy 

during the 

summer term

http://events.cu.edu/events/inaugural-global-town-hall-for-global-governance-innovation-and-reform/event-summary-6a90187f36a740be80c5d70225dd74d7.aspx


course overview

IPCC (2001)



Politics
• the management & contestation of policies, through social 

relations infused w/ power, authority & varying perspectives
• involve proposals, ideas, intentions, decisions & behaviors, with 

a focus on processes that prop up, challenge, lurk   behind, 
support & resist explicit actions

climate politics & policy

Policy
• a statement of principles, intentions, mandates about 

who gets what, when & how 
• a guide for decision making about human 

management of environment, & a spectrum of 
possible courses of permissible actions



POLICY ENVIRONMENT: 
at a given time, the 
context in which a policy 
system is operating

types of INPUTS: 
1. demands

2. supports

3. resources

government & non-nation-state actors (NNSAs):  
• elected government leaders
• appointed government leaders
• political advisors
• lobbyists 

• private organizations (e.g corporations)
• non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
• media
• public citizenry 

The Policy Process



The Policy Process

OUTPUTS: policy 
statements & instruments 
to change behaviors

sticks & carrots

1. Laws & Regulations

2. Economic Instruments

Policy OUTCOMES:   
impact of actions/policy



The Policy Process

what makes a policy valid?

1. reflects values of society 
involved in the process

2. accounts for existing 
social situations

3. able to resolve problems 
and issues through 
established processes

what are some key challenges to effective regulation?

A. imperfect information

B. undue political influence



Leggett– Chapters 1, 2 & 3
• Carbon Tracker: to keep below “intended two-

degree ceiling, full 80% of existing fossil fuel 
reserves would have to stay in the ground 
unburned (pp. 3-4)

• carbon bubbles & stranded assets (p. 4)
• toxic arguments (p. 17) & time demands (p. 19)
• couching things in terms of risk (p. 27)

“everyone is looking at everyone else to make 
the first move. And nobody does” (p. 8)

top themes in today’s readings



Problem Orientation 
a strategy for framing 

thought/action guiding analysis, 

interpretation and resolution of a 

problem

(1)clarify the goals
(2)describe the trends
(3)analyze the conditions
(4)project future change
(5)develop & evaluate 

alternatives

What is an environmental problem?

Harold Lasswell 
(1902-1978)



climate science to inform policy

the 2oC temperature target



ongoing negotiations considered along lines of ‘two great conflicts’:

(1) between the USA & the rest of the world – over nature of the 
commitments and types of governance instruments

(2) global North-South conflicts – issues of development, justice, adaptation

“global governance of the climate is probably the 
most complex environmental diplomacy ever 
undertaken by the global political community”

~ Okereke (2009)

The Politics of Interstate Climate Negotiations

Okereke (2009)


